
 Tangram Puzzles (print on 
card or laminate)

 The Answer Diagram sheet 
and Blank Square sheet 
(per child)

 Detailed Diagram                 
of a Rabbit

 Outline Diagram                  
of a Rabbit

 Outline Diagram of a Whale 
(per child)

 A sheet of white paper, a 
ruler and a pencil (per child 
and for you)

 A red pen (per child)

20–25 minutes

ABRACADABRA, MAGIC PAIR, I CAN MAKE A NICE LARGE SQUARE!

Note: Don’t let your child see these pages!

Abracadabra, Magic Pair, I Can Make a Nice Large Square!

Tell your child that they are going to learn a magic trick. Give them two large triangles from one of the Tangram 
Puzzle sets. Then ask them to hold a triangle in each hand, wave the triangles in the air and say, ‘Abracadabra, 
magic bangle, I can make a large triangle!’ and show the answer to the ‘trick’. Do not intervene too quickly if they 
have difficulty making the large triangle straight away – give them time to think. If they still have difficulty 
making the shape, demonstrate the trick yourself.

Repeat the process, this time with a spell for making a square: ‘Abracadabra, magic pair, I can make a nice large 
square!’

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To develop perceptive modelling (the ability to analyse an object with several 
components visually, to visualise geometric shapes that can substitute for the 
components and to recreate the object using the geometric shapes)
To develop analytic skills – break a complex object down into its component parts 
To develop synthetic skills – recreate a complex shape from its component parts
To develop the ability to draw detailed and outline diagrams 
To develop internalised animal schemas
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Your child can use two identical triangles to make three different, larger geometric shapes.
Your child can break complex objects down into their component parts and recreate those shapes.
Your child can dissect outline diagrams of objects (i.e. they create accurate detailed diagrams 
within the outline).
Your child can construct 2D animals or people from a set of tangrams.
Your child can draw the detailed and outline diagrams of the animals and/or people they make.



Finally, repeat with the spell for making a parallelogram: ‘Abracadabra, strawberry jam, I can make a parallelogram!’ 

As this may be the first time your child has encountered the word ‘parallelogram’, just encourage them to explore how else the two triangles could 
be put together, and then when they find it, say: Yes! That is a parallelogram! 

Tangrams:

The Tangram Puzzle is an excellent resource for introducing children to flat (2D) modelling. Each Tangram Puzzle consists of seven geometric shapes: 
five triangles (two large, one medium, and one small), one square and one parallelogram. The seven pieces can be arranged to make one square.

Introduce the Tangram Puzzle. Explain that it is a favourite puzzle – it has been around for thousands of years. Some people believe it originally came 
from China. There is a legend that, once upon a time, a Chinese scholar dropped a tile. It broke into seven pieces and the scholar spent the rest of his 
life trying to put the tile back together. However, there are other theories about how tangrams started.

Give your child a their Tangram Puzzle set of pieces and a Blank Square sheet, and ask them to see if they can solve the Chinese scholar’s problem, i.e. 
put the pieces back together to make a square. If they don’t get it right or are struggling (decide when it is the appropriate moment to intervene), 
give them a copy of the Answer Diagram sheet instead of the Blank Square and let them complete the puzzle by putting their pieces on top of the 
corresponding places. Then have them remove the pieces from the Answer Diagram, turn it face down so that they cannot see the solution, and solve 
the puzzle again, this time using just the Blank Square sheet. If they are stuck, they can take a quick peep at the Answer Diagram.

Complete the Rabbit Puzzle:

Show your child the Detailed Diagram of a Rabbit. Talk about the geometric components of the picture – how the shapes fit together, and the size, 
proportions and variety of shapes used. Point out where the different shapes are within the outline.

Put the carrot picture out and tell your child that together you are going to build a rabbit next to the delicious carrot. Start the game by placing a 
tangram piece representing one part of rabbit’s body on the table, near the carrot. Ask your child to show, by pointing, where the piece is on the 
Detailed Diagram, and then to put it in place on the Outline Diagram. Take it in turns to choose a tangram piece, point to the place on the rabbit 
diagram where the piece fits, then use it to help build the tangram rabbit on the Outline Diagram.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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What Can It Be? 

Give your child the Outline Diagram of a Whale and ask them what they think it could be and why. Then have them place tangram pieces on the 
Outline Diagram to make the whale. Help them to explore possibilities of positions for the shapes as necessary.

When they have finished, ask them to remove all their pieces and then to use a pencil and ruler (or do it freehand if they prefer) to show their 
solution, i.e. convert the Outline Diagram into a Detailed Diagram, like this:

When they have finished drawing, have them replace their tangram pieces to remake the whale. They can correct any mistakes with a red pen and 
then build the whale again.
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Make Your Own Outline Puzzle:

Ask your child to use their Tangram pieces to make an animal or a person on a sheet of paper, and then create an outline by drawing round the 
shape they have made, like in this example:

If you only have one child doing this session, then you need to do an outline drawing of your own too. Once you have finished creating an outline 
diagram, remove the pieces and swap drawings so that you can try to make each other’s animals/people. 

Once you have found the correct solution, and the owner of the outline diagram agrees, give it back to them so that they can record their solution by 
making a detailed diagram (drawing the lines inside the outline). 

There could be more than one way to complete an outline diagram that you or they create – if this happens, it would be a great opportunity to 
discuss how some drawings can have more than one solution. 

You can repeat this activity many times and challenge others in the family to find the solutions too.
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You need to either print these puzzles on card or laminate them so that your child can use the pieces to draw around easily. 
There are three Tangram Puzzles provided here in different colours to make it easy for each child to keep a track of their own pieces. 
Cut out the number of Tangram Puzzles you need (if you have one child doing this session, you will need two puzzles; if you have two children doing this, 
you will need two puzzles and if you have three children, you will need three puzzles).
Cut along the white lines to separate the pieces for each puzzle. 
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Cut out the carrot. 
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Answer Diagram sheet. Blank Square sheet. 
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